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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Cancer is still a leading cause of death and illness around the world. Radiation 

therapy, surgery, and chemotherapy are the most common cancer treatments in 

clinical practice. Those treatments, however, have some serious negative effects (WHO, 

2017; Goldsmith, 1969) such as hair loss, nausea, and vomiting. Photodynamic therapy 

(PDT) is a non-invasive cancer treatment approach. PDT consists of two steps: (1) a PDT 

agent is delivered to a cancer cell, and (2) cancer areas are irradiated with particular 

light that activates a PDT agent, followed by the production of reactive oxygen species 

(ROS), which stimulate cancer cell death (Dolmans, Fukumura, and Jain, 2003). In 

general, cancer cells behave differently from normal cells. For example, a shortage of 

oxygen in cancer cells causes severe hypoxia, which leads to the increasing production 

of lactic acid, to decreases the extracellular pH level in the tumor environment (pH 

6.2ı6.7) (Hao, Xu, and Li, 2018; Persi et al., 2018). Furthermore, the pH of the lysosome 

in cancer cells (pHlys 3.8ı4.7) is lower than in normal cells (pHlys 4.5 - 6.0) (Kroemer and 

Jaattela, 2005).  

Because of the lower background fluorescence from endogenous molecules in 

the 700ı1000 nm range, near-infrared fluorescent dyes are useful for tumor detection 

at millimeter depth (Luo, Zhang, Su, Cheng, and Shi, 2011; Weissleder, 2001). Because 

of heptamethine cyanines (Hcyanines) have high fluorescence quantum yields, great 

photodynamic effect, and good biocompatibility, they have been used as cancer 

imaging reagents (Shi, Wu, and Pan, 2016; Sun, Guo, Hu, Fan, and Peng, 2016). 

Furthermore, Hcyanines have been shown to be internalized to cancer cells via organic 

anion-transporting polypeptides (OATPs), a class of cell membrane-bound solute 

carriers. (Buxhofer-Ausch et al., 2013; Liu, and Li, 2014; Tan et al., 2012).  OATPs mediate 

the cellular transport of drug and exogenous materials (Thakkar, Lockhart, and Lee, 

2015). Hcyanine uptake in cancer cells is known to link to hypoxia and activation of 

HIF1alpha/OATPs signaling, resulting in increased uptake dye, but little or no dye 
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uptake is observed in normal cells due to low OATPs expression (Usama, Lin, and 

Burgess, 2018). 

Some Hcyanines compounds have recently been found to target an acidic 

tumor environment and show therapeutic effects (Feng, L. Z. et al., 2018; Xue, F. et 

al., 2017). Only a few Hcyanines have been described as stand-alone small pH-sensitive 

compounds that create heat (photothermal effect) or produce the PDT effect after 

activation. By altering the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) efficiency using the 

dimethylamine group, IR2 was reported as a pH switchable NIR fluorescence and 

photothermal agent (Zhang et al., 2016). IR2 (Figure 2.4) demonstrated its ability to 

specifically detect and kill cancer cells in this manner (Zhang et al., 2016). In another 

study, Rhodamine was conjugated with Hcyanine via a disulfide bond (Meng et al., 

2017), to form RhoSSCy was found to be dual-responsive to both thiols and pH in vitro 

and in vivo based on NIRF/PA dual-modal imaging and NIR-sensitizing PDT activities. As 

all result, clinical translations benefit from the development of theranostic probes for 

precisely detecting and eradicating tumors. 

In addition to tumor environment targeting, we are also particularly interested 

in small molecule ligand-dye conjugates. These strategies have been demonstrated to 

be effective in cancer imaging and treatment (Myochin et al., 2011). Therefore, in this 

study, we propose two types of Hcyanine targeting probes; 1) Tumor environment 

targeting probe: I2-IR783-Mpip for NIR fluorescent imaging and PDT that target cancer 

cells via OATPs and acidic tumor environment; and 2) enzyme targeting probes: Cy820-

IMC, the conjugation between indomethacin, a non-selective COX-2 inhibitor, and 

cyanine dye and Cy820 is a cyanine dye without indomethacin. They were used to 

investigate selectivity (Figure 1.1). 

Cyclooxygenase (COX), a prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase, is an enzyme 

involving for the synthesis of prostanoids (Fitzpatrick, 2004). COX-2 is overexpressed in 

all stages of cancer, from the earliest premalignant phase to metastasis (Subbaramaiah, 

and Dannenberg, 2003) according to the clinical data. High levels of COX-2 have been 

found to be upregulated in a variety of cancers, including pancreas, colon, gastric, 

stomach, breast, head/neck carcinoma, and inflammatory lesions (Echizen, Hirose, 
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Maeda, and Oshima, 2016; Edelman et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2018). Therefore, COX-2 is 

considered to be an excellent cancer target (Kim et al., 2018). 

The COX-2 targeting probes with fluorescence have been developed in recent 

decades (Bhardwaj et al., 2014; Pewklang et al., 2019). However, the development of 

COX-2 specific cancer biomarkers is still required for clinical usage. Moreover, COX-2 

inhibitors were discovered to boost the PDT impact when used in conjunction with 

other therapies (Mao, Wang, Xu, and Han, 2018). 

                     

                                                     I2-IR783-Mpip 

                                     

                          Cy820-IMC                                       Cy820 

Figure 1.1 Compound structures proposed in this thesis. 
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1.1 Research objective  

The ultimate goal of this study is to develop effective tumor-targeted PDT probes 

that enhance cancer therapy in vitro. Although there are various ways to target cancer 

cells, this thesis only focuses on targeting tumor environment and cyclooxygenase-2 

enzyme overexpressed on tumor cells as the followings: 

Target: Tumor environment 

1) To synthesize and characterize the I2-IR783-Mpip probe. 

2) To apply the I2-IR783-Mpip probe for photodynamic therapy in cancer cells. 

3) To demonstrate the better selectivity of the probe to tumor cells than healthy 

cells. 

Target: Cyclooxygenase-2 enzyme overexpressed on tumor cells 

1) To synthesize and characterize Cy820 and Cy820-IMC probes. 

2) To apply the Cy820-IMC probes for photodynamic therapy in cancer cells. 

3) To demonstrate the better selectivity of the probe to tumor cells that 

overexpress the COX-2 enzyme. 

4) To compare COX-2 selectivity between indomethacin conjugates or Cy820-IMC 

and Cy820 to tumor cells overexpress the COX-2 enzyme. 

1.2 Scope  

 The scope of this thesis was only for in vitro study of I2-IR783-Mpip, Cy820-

IMC, and Cy820. 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Extracellular tumor pH 

To create successful treatments, researchers must first understand the 

pathogenesis and characteristics of cancer. The pH of the tumor microenvironment has 

been linked to the development and therapy of cancer. Tumors had an acidic 

extracellular pH compared to normal cells (Hao, Xu, and Li, 2018).  The extracellular 

pH of the normal cell is typically in the range of 7.2ı7.5. The extracellular pH of tumor 

cells, on the other hand, is gently acidic in the range of 6.4ı7.0 (Figure 2.1). Tumor 

cells prefer anaerobic glycolysis to oxidative phosphorylation for energy, which is 

thought to be the primary cause of extracellular acidity in tumor tissues (Warburg, 

Wind, and Negelein, 1927). Lactate dehydrogenase converts two pyruvate molecules 

into two lactate molecules during anaerobic glycolysis. In comparison to normal tissue, 

tumor growth necessitates a considerable quantity of energy, resulting in the 

production of more lactate ions in the tumor. Because the generated lactic acid is 

discharged into the extracellular space of cancer cells, the extracellular pH of tumors 

is lower than that of normal cells (Hao, Xu, and Li, 2018).
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Figure 2.1 Extracellular pH levels of different cancers are compared to normal tissues. 

(Hao, Xu, and Li, 2018). $PQZSJHIUǰlǰ����ǰ34$ǰ"EWBODFT. 

 

2.2 Piperazine for pH-sensitive compound  

Piperazine residue was utilized to adjust the fluorescent responses of the 

probes to pH by modulating the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) affect and 

potential photoinduced electron transfer (PET) of piperazine molecules at 3, 5, and 7 

positions to BODIPY cores at various pH values. The protonation of piperazine residues 

at acidic pH reduces the ICT effect of piperazine residues on BODIPY cores, and the 

potential PET effect on probe fluorescence intensity by the result showed that 

fluorescence intensity increases significantly when pH decreases (Figure 2.2), and 

probes have selective NIR imaging of lysosomal pH in living cells (Zhang et al., 2015). 

Therefore, in this study that focuses on the tumor environment, we have focused on 
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1-methylpiperazine to be a part of the probe (cyanine dye) for pH responses in the 

tumor environment. 

 

                       

Figure 2.2 Structures of near-infrared fluorescent probes and their emission spectra (5 

wM) in buffer solution at various pH levels. 	;IBOHǰFUǰBM�ǰ����
�ǰ$PQZSJHIUǰlǰ5IFǰ3PZBMǰ

Society of Chemistry 2015. 
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2.3 Cyanine dyes  

 Cyanine dyes have two nitrogen centers in heterocycles (Figure 2.3), one of 

which is positively charged and conjugated to the second nitrogen center by a chain 

of an odd number of carbon atoms. 

 

Figure 2.3 Classic cyanine structures are depicted schematically (Zhou, Lee, Xu and 

Yoon, 2015) $PQZSJHIUǰlǰ����ǰ"NFSJDBOǰ$IFNJDBMǰ4PDJFUZ. 

 

Monomethine (Cy1), trimethine (Cy3), pentamethine (Cy5), and heptamethine 

(Cy7) cyanines can be divided into four types based on the number of carbon atoms 

in the chain. The absorption of these dyes and emission spectra are adjustable 

depending on the length of the conjugated polymethine chain utilized. For example, 

traditional Cy3 fluorescence is greenish yellow (ʄex = 550 nm; ʄem = 570 nm), whereas 

Cy5 and Cy7 fluorescence is in the near-infrared (ʄex = 650 nm; ʄem = 670 nm for Cy5 

and ʄex = 750 nm; ʄem = 770 nm for Cy7). Because the absorption and emission 

maximum of Cy5 and Cy7 are well into the NIR region, these two dyes are better for 

constructing cancer cell sensors, because they are less phototoxic and have a lower 

fluorescence background (Zhou, Lee, Xu and Yoon, 2015). 

The wavelength of light affects how well it penetrates tissues. The shorter 

wavelength lights absorb the tissue's surface. Longer wavelength lights penetrate 

deeper into tissue and are employed for In vivo imaging. Hemoglobin and water are 

two major components of human tissue; hemoglobin substantially absorbs light at 

wavelengths less than 650 nm, whereas water absorbs light at wavelengths greater 

than 900 nm. For in vivo imaging, the optimal wavelength is between 650 and 900 nm 

(Weissleder, 2001). 
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Heptamethine cyanine (Cy7) dyes have been studied extensively as a 

photodynamic agent throughout the last decade (Shi, Wu, and Pan, 2016). Intracellular 

uptake of Hcyanine-based theranostic probes (IR2) in HepG2 cells increased 

proportionately within the first 12 hours of incubation, according to one study. 

Furthermore, after being exposed to IR2 and 750 nm laser irradiation, 82.8 percent of 

HepG2 and 84.8 percent of Hela cells died, whereas the viability of HL 7702 (normal 

cells) remained above 80.0 percent (Zhang et al., 2016). Another study found that IR 

780 has a preference for tumor accumulation in in vivo imaging.  In numerous tumor 

xenografts as well as chemically produced lung tumors in mice, IR-780 has been 

discovered to be selectively retain in the mitochondria of tumor cells. With 20 w. IR-

780 treatments, ROS generation in A549/DR cancer cells increased dramatically. After 

JODVCBUJPOǰXJUIǰ��ǰw.ǰ*3-780 for 24 hours, more than 60% of the cells were induced 

to apoptosis, compared to just 7% in the control group, demonstrating that IR-780 can 

significantly induce apoptosis in A549/DR cancer cells. IR-780 accumulated in the 

mitochondria of drug-resistant lung cancer cells, causing an increase in ROS generation 

and death (Wang et al., 2014). 

     

Figure 2.4 Molecule structure of IR2 (Zhang et al., 2016) and IR-780 (Wang et al., 

2014).  

 

2.4 Cyanine sensors based on intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) 

Intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) is a mechanism in chemosensors that produces 

a ratiometric characteristic. Modifying the electron-donating ability of the donor in a 

cyanine structure by substituting amino, ether, or thioether groups at the meso-
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position, results in an absorption and/or fluorescence spectrum change. The 

protonation/deprotonation of the diamine substituent is used to modulate the amine 

moiety's electron-donating ability, which is used to build a pH sensor (Figure 2.5) (Sun, 

Guo, Hu, Fan, and Peng, 2016). The sensor had a particular color response to pH probe 

3 (Myochin et al., 2011): when the pH dropped from 12.3 to 2.5, the sensor's absorption 

shifted from 670 to 750 nm, and the color of the sensor changed from blue to green.        

 

Figure 2.5 Molecular structure of pH Probe 3 (Myochin et al., 2011). and its sensing 

mode toward H+ (Sun, Guo, Hu,  Fan, and Peng, 2016). Copyright lǰ����ǰ"NFSJDBOǰ

Chemical Society. 

  

2.5 Cyanine sensors based on photoinduced electron transfer (PET) 

 The cyanine fluorophore, spacer, and recognition site are the three main 

components of these fluorescent cyanine sensors. Recognition sites act as electron 

donors or acceptors. When the oxidation potential of the recognition site is less than 

that of the cyanine fluorophore, electrons transfer from the recognition site to the 

cyanine group, causing the fluorescence of the sensor to be quenched. This process is 

DBMMFEǰĶB-1&5ķǰBTǰthe cyanine fluorophore acts as the electron acceptor. In another 

wayǰ UIFǰ UFSNǰĶE-1&5ķǰ JTǰVTFEǰ JGǰ UIFǰFYDJUFEǰTUBUFǰPGǰ UIFǰcyanine fluorophore can 

donate electrons to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the 

recognition site that causes fluorescence to be inhibited (Sun, Guo, Hu, Fan, and Peng, 

2016). 
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Figure 2.6 Schematic showing the process of  (a) a-PET  and (b) d-PET (Sun, Guo, Hu,  

Fan, and Peng, 2016). Copyright lǰ����ǰ"NFSJDBOǰ$IFNJDBMǰ4PDJFUZ. 

 

2.6 Modification of Cyanine dye for PDT applications 

 The addition of heavy atoms to a conjugated aromatic structure is known to 

promote singlet oxygen formation by increasing the intersystem crossover (ISC) 

process. The modified structure produced more 1O2 than the unmodified structure, 

while the NIR fluorescence was still preserved by the fluorescence emission of the 

modified structure, which was reduced more than the fluorescence emission of the 

original structure (Atchison et al., 2017). As a result, this study focuses on the tumor 

environment and focuses on targeting the cyclooxygenase-2 enzyme that is 

overexpressed on tumor cells, and we designed heavy atoms (iodine) to be part of a 

probe (cyanine dye) for photodynamic treatment to destroy cancer cells. 

 

2.7 Photodynamic therapy 

 Although light's therapeutic capabilities have been known for thousands of 

years, photodynamic therapy (PDT) was only established in the last century. 

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a treatment that involves the use of medications known 

as a photosensitizer (PS) or photosensitizing agent, as well as a specific type of light. 

When a specific wavelength of light excites the photodynamic agent. Its interactions 

with the environment in the cell are referred to as type I and type II reactions. 
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Photodynamic agent reacts with biomolecules in type I reactions. It produces free 

radicals, which subsequently react with oxygen to produce reactive oxygen species. 

When a photodynamic agent reacts with oxygen, it is referred to be type II. It produces 

highly reactive singlet oxygen, which is cytotoxic (Figure 2.7) (Calixto et al., 2016). When 

photosensitizing is injected into the bloodstream, according to the purpose of PDT in 

cancer treatment. The PDT agent should be able to target cancer cells with higher 

effects than normal cells. 

 When the majority of the agent has left normal cells but remains in cancer cells, 

the cancer cells are exposed to light, causing PS to produce singlet oxygen, which kills 

adjacent cells (Dougherty et al., 1998; Dolmans, Fukumura, and Jain, 2003).     

 

 

Figure 2.7 Type I and type II reactions are depicted in a photodynamic treatment (PDT) 

schematic. 

 

2.8 Cyclooxygenase 2 and Cancer 

Cyclooxygenase (COX) is a crucial enzyme in the conversion of arachidonic acid 

(AA) to intermediate prostaglandins (PG-G2) (Castellone, Teramoto, and Gutkind, 2006). 

COX has two isoenzymes, COX-1 and COX-2 (Figure 2.8), with COX-2 playing a key role 

in prostaglandin production during the inflammatory response (Smith, Wade, Lewis, 

and Qi, 2012). COX-2 is overexpressed in all phases of cancer, from early premalignant 
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to metastasis, according to clinical data (Kim et al., 2018). In addition, COX-2 expression 

is linked to tumor features such as transformation, cell proliferation and apoptosis, 

tumor angiogenesis, and immune response modulation (Trifan, and Hla, 2003). COX-2 

levels were discovered to be elevated in pancreas, colon, gastric, stomach, breast, and 

inflammatory lesions, among other malignancies (Wang and Dubois, 2010). As a result, 

COX-2 may be a promising molecular target for cancer detection and treatment.   

 

Figure 2.8 COX-1 and COX-2 active sites are depicted in these structures. (Mengle-Gaw, 

and Schwartz, 2002). $PQZSJHIUǰlǰMediators of Inflammation 2002. 

 

 Cyclooxygenase was found at the luminal side of the endoplasmic reticulum 

(Blanke, 2004; Vane and Botting, 1998) and nuclear membrane (Blanke, 2004). COX-1 

is found in almost every cell type and is involved in tissue homeostasis (Blanke, 2004; 

Sobolewski et al., 2010). COX-2 levels in normal cells are extremely low (Prusakiewicz 

et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2015), but they can be increased by inflammatory stimuli, 

cytokines, and tumor growth factors (Blanke, 2004; Vane and Botting, 1998).  

 The Golgi apparatus is a critical organelle for transporting and secreting several 

essential enzymes that are overexpressed in cancer cells (H. Zhang et al., 2013). When 

the stress signaling threshold is exceeded, the Golgi apparatus is reported to be actively 

involved in the initiation and execution of apoptotic processes, resulting in COX-2 

accumulation in the Golgi apparatus (Wang et al., 2015; H. Zhang et al., 2013).  
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2.9 Indomethacin for COX-2 targeting 

 Cyclooxygenase 2 can be the target of several compounds for anticancer. In 

the past, NSAIDs were used to treat inflammation. Indomethacin (Figure 2.9) is NSAID 

that is a non-selective COX-2 inhibitor. This is because indomethacin may interfere 

with COX-1-mediated homeostatic function (Sobolewski et al., 2010). Indomethacin 

binds to COX-2 through a reversible competitive inhibition. Kurumbail and co-worker 

(Kurumbail et al., 1996) found that the 2'-methyl group on indomethacin's indole ring 

inserts into the hydrophobic pocket of COX-2 active site, which includes Val349, 

Ala527, Ser530, and Leu531 (Kurumbail et al., 1996; Prusakiewicz et al., 2004). Although 

Indomethacin is non-selective for COX-2, indomethacin becomes more selective for 

COX-2 when it is conjugated with a fluorescent dye (Kim, Sharma, Ren, et al., 2018; 

Pewklang, Chansaenpak, Lai, Noisa, & Kamkaew, 2019; Kim, Park, Ren, et al., 2018).  

                        

Figure 2.9 Molecular structure of indomethacin. 

 For example, Jiang and co-workers (Zhang et al., 2014) reported indomethacin 

was bound to BTDAN dye utilizing a hexanediamine linker (BTDAN-COX2). The 

fluorescence of the probe is activated in COX-2-containing solutions, cells, and tissues. 

Peng and co-workers (Hua Zhang et al., 2013; H. Zhang et al., 2013) reported 

indomethacin was linked with ANQ and intro-acenaphthenequinone (NANQ) dye with 

a hexanediamine linker (ANQ-IMC-6 and NANQ-IMC6). Where COX-2 was expressed, the 

fluorescence of probes was turned on. In the Golgi apparatus of cancer cells, ANQ-

IMC-6 can bind to COX-2. NANQ-IMC6 (Figure 2.10) can thereby exploit the difference 

between normal cells and tissues and cancer cells and tissues. A rhodamine-iridium 

(III) complex with indomethacin moiety was reported by Li and co-workers (Liu, Xiang, 

Xiang, and Li, 2021). Indomethacin can improve uptake of the probe to cancer cells.  
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Figure 2.10 Molecular structure of NANQ-IMC6 (H. Zhang et al., 2013).  

 

 Indomethacin was conjugated with Nile Blue dye by using a hexanediamine 

linker as a NIR fluorescent imaging probe (Figure 2.11), which was localized to the Golgi 

in cancer cells that overexpressed COX-2. Additionally, this NIR probe identified tumors 

preferentially in vivo, implying that it may be used for imaging-guided surgery (Wang et 

al., 2015). Another study used a quinolinium-based compound conjugated to 

indomethacin by click chemistry, and the conjugation demonstrated outstanding 

targeted capacity towards cancer cells over normal cells, which was related to COX-2 

levels (Kim, Sharma, Ren, et al., 2018). 

 

Figure 2.11 Molecular structure of Niblue-C6-IMC or the probe conjugating generated 

by Nile Blue dye and Indomethacin (Wang et al., 2015). 
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 Therefore, the main purpose of this study is to investigate indomethacin 

selectivity and PDT enhancement after conjugation with cyanine dye compared with 

the control probe. 

  

 

 



 
 

 

CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Target: Tumor environment 

           3.1.1 Synthesis of I2-IR783-Mpip 

 50 mg (0.1 mmol) of I2-IR783 was dissolved in 5 mL of anhydrous DMF. 40 mg 

(0.4 mmol) of N-methylpiperazine will be added to the solution. The mixture was 

stirred at 30 |$ for 3 h under a nitrogen atmosphere. Thereafter, the solvent was 

removed under reduced pressure, and the crude product was purified by column 

chromatography using CH2Cl2:MeOH (gradient from ratio 9:1 to 7:3) to afford a blue 

solid (40.2 mg, 80.4%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): ɷ 7.93 (s, 01 H, Ar-CH), 7.70 (dd, J 

= 8.5, 1.5, 1 H, Ar-CH), 7.60 (d, J = 12.0, 1 H, CH), 7.15 (d, J = 8.5, 1 H, Ar-CH), 5.98 (d, 

J=13.0, 1 H, CH), 4.04 (s, 2 H, N-CH2), 3.84 (s, 2 H, N-CH2), 2.69 (s, 2 H, N-CH2), 2.55 (s, 3 

H, N-CH3), 2.40 (s, 2 H, N-CH2), 1.67ı1.83 (m, 16 H). 13C NMR (125 MHz, DMSO-d6): ɷ 

171.4, 166.8, 148.3, 143.5, 142.7, 142.0, 140.5, 136.8, 130.8, 127.1, 124.1, 113.9, 95.8, 

89.6, 60.6, 50.9, 49.0, 47.5, 45.8, 42.7, 31.9, 28.32, 28.2, 25.5, 22.6. HRMS-ESI (m/z): the 

calculated value (calcd) for C43H55I2N4Na2O6S2
+ [M+H]+: 1087.1442, found 1087.1449. 

 3.1.2 General details for Vis-NIR and fluorescence measurements 

 The stock solution of I2-IR783-Mpip was prepared by dissolving 2.2 mg of I2-

IR783-Mpip XJUIǰNFUIBOPMǰJOǰBǰ�ǰN-ǰTUBOEBSEǰNJDSPǰWPMVNFUSJDǰGMBTLǰ	���ǰ�ǰ��Ō4 M).The 

UV-Vis-NIR and fluorescence measurements were performed by taking the appropriate 

amount of this stock solution. 

 Vis-NIR absorption measurement: The stock solution of I2-IR783-Mpip (20 wL) 

was added to 3 mL of buffer solutions at various pH (pH 3-12) in a 3.5 mL quartz 

cuvette with 1 cm light path (final concentration = 4.5 w.). The UV-Vis-NIR absorption 
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spectra were recorded by a Cary Series UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometer (Agilent Tech, 

Santa Clara, CA, USA) 

 Fluorescence measurement: The stock solution of I2-IR783-Mpip (20 wL) was 

added to 3 mL buffer solutions with various pH (pH 3ı12) in a 3.5 mL quartz cuvette 

with 1 cm light path (final concentration = 4.5 w.). The fluorescence spectra were 

recorded by PTI QuantaMaster 500 ı Near Infra-Red Photoluminescence System 

(HORIBA Scientific), using the following parameters: the excitation wavelengths = 850 

nm, the excitation slit widths = 10 nm, and the emission slit widths = 10 nm. 

 3.1.3 Singlet oxygen generation 

 10 wL (0.5 mM) of singlet oxygen sensor green (SOSG) was added to the 

solutions of I2-IR783-Mpip (30 w.) at pH 5.0, 7.0, and 9.0, respectively. Then, the 

solution was exposed to a NIR lamp (850 nm) at a light intensity of 30 mW cmŌ2 for 5, 

10, 20, 40, and 60 min. the buffers (pH 5.0, 7.0, and 9.0) without I2-IR783-Mpip were 

also carried out as the controls using the same method. Finally, fluorescent intensities 

of SOSG were measured at an excitation of 494 nm using a fluorescence microplate 

reader (Thermo scientific/VARIOSKAN LUX). Data was reported within error bars of three 

replicates experiments. 

 3.1.4 Singlet oxygen quantum yield determination 

 Singlet oxygen generation of I2-IR783-Mpip was determined using an 850 nm 

LED lamp. Sample solutions were prepared in phosphate buffer pH 5.0 and 7.4 at a 

concentration of 15 w. on a 6-well plate. 1,3-Diphenylisobenzofuran (DPBF, 1 mM) 

was prepared in DMSO and diluted to 70 w. in buffer solutions. The decrease in 

absorbance was measured at 418 nm every 1 min for 10 min by a BMG 

Labtech/SpeeTrostar Nano microplate reader. The rate of change of absorbance is 

plotted against irradiation time. 

ˇx = ˇst(gradx /gradst)(Fst/Fx) 

 ˇst represents the quantum yield of the standard; ˇx represents the quantum 

yield of the unknown, and grad is the slope of the best linear fit. F stands for the 
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BCTPSQUJPOǰDPSSFDUJPOǰGBDUPSǰ	'ǰ�ǰ�Ō��Ōabs; abs represents absorbance), and subscripts 

x and st denote the unknown and the standard, respectively. 

 3.1.5 Stability test 

 Solutions of I2-IR783-Mpip (15 w.) in 5% FBS in DMEM cell culture media at 

pH 5.0 and pH 7.4 were incubated at 37 |$ for up to 168 h or 7 days. Vis-NIR spectra 

of the solutions were measured at different time points including 0, 1, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 

72, 96, 120, 144, and 168 h respectively. 

 3.1.6 Cell culture 

 Human hepatoma cancer cells (HepG2) and human embryonic kidney 293 

(HEK-���
ǰDFMMTǰXFSFǰDVMUVSFEǰPOǰ��ǰDNtǰDVMUVSFǰGMBTLTǰJOǰ%VMCFDDPĴTǰ.PEJGJFEǰ&BHMFǰ

Medium/High glucose (DMEM/HIGH GLUCOSE, GE Healthcare Life Sciences HyClone 

Laboratories) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco) and 1% 

Penicillin Streptomycin Solution 100X (CORNING). All cells were cultured in a 

humidified incubator at 37 |$ with 5% CO2. 

 3.1.7 Cell survival assay of HepG2 cells in media 5.0 

 For cell survival assay, HepG2 cells were seeded into 96-well cell culture 

QMBUFTǰBUǰ�ǰ�ǰ��u�XFMMǰBOEǰJODVCBUFEǰGPSǰ��ǰIǰBUǰ��ǰ|$ under 5% CO2. After that, cell 

culture media was replaced with 5% FBS DMEM pH 5.0 at various incubation times (1, 

3, 6, 12, 24, 36 h), and cells cultured in 5% FBS DMEM pH 7.4 was used as control. 

After incubation, the cell viabilities were measured using the previously reported MTT 

protocol (Pewklang, 2019). Briefly, the cells were washed with PBS (3 times) before 

being treated with methylthiazolyldiphenyl-tetrazolium bromide (20 wL, 0.5 mg/mL, 

Sigma-Aldrich) for 2 h. Then, culture media was replaced with DMSO and the cell 

viabilities were determined through UV-vis absorption of the resulting formazan at 

wavelength 560 nm using a microplate reader (BMG Labtech/SPECTROstar Nano). 
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 3.1.8 Live cell imaging 

HepG2 cells were TFFEFEǰBUǰBǰEFOTJUZǰPGǰ�ǰ�ǰ��uǰDFMMTǰQFSǰXFMMǰJOǰ�-well Chambered 

Coverglass with non-removable wells (Nunc Lab-Tek II Chamber Slide) and were 

incubated for 24 h at 37 |$ under 5% CO2. After that, cell culture media was removed 

and solutions of I2-IR783-Mpip in DMEM with 5% FBS at pH 5.0 and pH 7.4 with final 

concentrations of 30 w. were added. After 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 h incubation, the cells 

were washed three times with PBS to remove the non-uptake dye. Thereafter, the 

cells were stained with 1.0 w. Hoechst 33342 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 10 min. All 

cells were brought to image under Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope (LSCM, Nikon 

A1Rsi). I2-IR783-Mpip was excited by 641 nm laser and Hoechst 33342 was excited by 

405 nm laser. A 60 X oil immersion objective lens was used. 

 3.1.9 Localization study with lysotracker and mitotracker 

 After seeding the cells in an 8-well Chambered Coverglass and incubated for 

24 h at 37 |$ under 5% CO2, the cells were incubated with 30 w. of I2-IR783-Mpip in 

DMEM with 5% FBS at pH 5.0 and pH 7.4 for another 12 h, washed three times with 

PBS and incubated with Lysotracker Green DND 26, Mitotracker Green FM (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) for 20 min. The cells were washed again before staining with Hoechst 

33342 for 10 min. After that, cells were visualized under LSCM: I2-IR783-Mpip was 

excited by 641 nm laser; Lysotracker and Mitotracker were excited by 488 nm laser, 

and Hoechst 33342 was excited by 405 nm laser. A 60 X oil immersion objective lens 

was used. To quantify the colocalization of I2-IR783-Mpip and organelles trackers, we 

obtained the intensities of the red and green channels from each pixel of the confocal 

image, corresponding to the excitations from I2-IR783-Mpip and organelles trackers, 

respectively, BOEǰ DBMDVMBUFǰ UIFǰ 1FBSTPOĴTǰ DPSSFMBUJPOǰ DPFGGJDJFOUǰ CFUXFFOǰ UIFǰ UXPǰ

intensities. The computation was carried out in Python, using a built-in function from 

the scipy statistical package. 

 3.1.10 Flow cytometry 

 HepG2 and HEK293 cells were seeded into 6-well cell culture plates density 

PGǰ�ǰ�ǰ��5 cells/well and incubated for 48 h at 37 |$ under 5% CO2. After that, cell 
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culture media was removed and solutions of I2-IR783-Mpip in DMEM with 5% FBS at 

pH 5.0 and pH 7.4 with final concentrations of 15 w. were added. After 12 h incubation, 

culture media was removed, and the cells were thoroughly washed with PBS. 

Thereafter, the cells were harvested by trypsinization whose action was stopped with 

10% FBS in DMEM cell-culture media. The cells were transferred into Eppendorf tubes 

and were washed three times with ice-cold PBS to remove the non-uptake dye by 

centrifugation at 800 g, 4 |$ for 5 min and were resuspended in 1 mL of fresh ice-cold 

PBS. Then 20,000 events (cells) were analyzed by flow cytometry using an Attune NxT 

Flow Cytometer (Life Technologies) using red excitation laser 637 nm and emission 

filter 780/60 nm. 

 3.1.11 Light induced cytotoxicity 

 In vitro cell viability was measured using a standard methyl 

thiazolyltetrazolium (MTT) assay. HepG2 and HEK293 cells were seeded into 96-well 

DFMMǰDVMUVSFǰQMBUFTǰBUǰ�ǰ�ǰ��uǰDFMMT�XFMMǰBOEǰwere incubated for 24 h at 37 |$ under 

5% CO2. After that, cell culture media was removed and solutions of I2-IR783-Mpip in 

DMEM with 5% FBS at pH 5.0 and pH 7.4 with various concentrations (0, 10, 20, 40, 50 

w.) were added and the cells were continued incubated for another 6 h. Thereafter, 

the cells were irradiated by an 850 nm lamp with a light intensity of 30 mW/cm2 for 

30 min before re-incubation for another 12 h. In the case of deep-tissue simulation, a 

piece of 5-mm pork slice (sterile with 95% alcohol) was placed on the top of a 96-well 

plate to insert between the cells and the lamp before irradiation. After incubation, the 

cell viabilities were measured using standard MTT protocol (Pewklang, 2019) and the 

absorption of formazan was measured at wavelength 560 nm using a microplate reader 

(BMG Labtech/SPECTROstar Nano). 

 For LIVE/DEAD viability/cytotoxicity assay, HepG2 cells were seeded into 6-

XFMMǰDFMMǰDVMUVSFǰQMBUFTǰBUǰBǰEFOTJUZǰPGǰ�ǰ�ǰ��5 cells/well and were incubated for 24 h 

at 37 |$ under 5% CO2. After that, cell culture media was removed and solutions of 

I2-IR783-Mpip in DMEM with 5% FBS at pH 5.0 and pH 7.4 with final concentrations of 

20 w., 50 w. were added. After 6 h incubation, the cells were irradiated by an 850 

nm lamp with a light intensity of 30 mW/cm2 for 30 min before re-incubation for 
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another 12 h. Thereafter, the cells were stained with 4 w. calcein AM and propidium 

iodide (PI) (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 5 min, and then were imaged by fluorescence 

microscope (BioRad/Zoe) using 490 nm excitation and 515 nm emission filters for 

calcein AM and 535 nm excitation and 615 nm emission filters for PI. 

 3.1.12 Cellular reactive oxygen production 

 HepG2 cells were TFFEFEǰ BUǰ Bǰ EFOTJUZǰ PGǰ �ǰ �ǰ ��uǰ DFMMTǰ QFSǰXFMMǰ JOǰ �-well 

Chambered Coverglass with non-removable wells and were incubated for 24 h at 37 

|$ under 5% CO2. After that, cell culture media was removed and solutions of I2-IR783-

Mpip (20 w.) in DMEM with 5% FBS at pH 5.0 and pH 7.4 were added. After 6 h 

incubation, the cells were washed three times with PBS to remove the non-uptake 

dye, and then 20 w. of 2,7-dichloro-dihydro-fluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA, Sigma-

Aldrich) was added into the cells. After incubation for 1 h, the cells were washed three 

times with PBS to remove the non-uptake DCFH-DA dye before irradiation with an 850 

nm lamp for 20 min. Before imaging, the cells were stained with 1.0 w. Hoechst 33342 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 10 min then fluorescence of the resulting 2,7-dichloro-

dihydro-fluorescein (DCF) was monitored using 488 nm excitation laser and Hoechst 

33342 was excited at 405 nm under Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope (Nikon A1Rsi). 

A 60 X oil immersion objective lens was used. 

 For quantitative analysis, HepG2 cells were seeded into 96-well cell culture 

QMBUFTǰBUǰ�ǰ�ǰ��u�XFMMǰBOEǰwere incubated for 24 h at 37 |$ under 5% CO2. After that, 

cell culture media was removed and solutions of I2-IR783-Mpip (20 w.) in DMEM with 

5% FBS at pH 5.0 and pH 7.4 with various concentrations (0, 10, 20, 40, 50 w.) were 

added. After 6 h incubation, the cells were washed three times with PBS before being 

irradiated by an 850 nm lamp for 20 min. Thereafter, 20 w. of DCFH-DA was added to 

each well and the cells were continued incubated for another 45 min. The fluorescent 

end point of the DCF production was recorded at 495 nm excitation and 529 nm 

emission using a fluorescence microplate reader (Thermo Fisher Scientific/VARIOSKAN 

LUX). 
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 3.1.13 Statistical analysis 

 Data are illustrative of three independent experiments and presented as the 

NFBOǰPGǰGPVSǰJOEJWJEVBMǰPCTFSWBUJPOTǰ	Oǰ�ǰ�
ǰXJUIǰUIFǰTUBOEBSEǰEFWJBUJPOǰ	NFBOǰsǰSD). 

The statistical analysis was performed using one-XBZǰ"/07"ǰGPMMPXFEǰCZǰ5VLFZĴTǰQPTU-

hoc analysis. P values < 0.05 were considered to indicate significance (*P < 0.05, **P < 

0.01, ***P < 0.001). 

 

3.2 Target: Cyclooxygenase enzyme that overexpressed on tumor cells 

3.2.1 Synthesis of Cy820 and Cy820-IMC 

 

Figure 3.1 Synthesis scheme of Cy820 and Cy820-IMC. 

 

3.2.1.1 Synthesis of Cy820 

          0.0500 g (0.0655 mmol) of A and 0.0101g (0.0655 mmol) of 4-

mercaptobenzoic acid were dissolved in 10 mL DMF. The mixture was stirred at room 

temperature for 18 h. After solvent removal, the crude material was purified by normal 

phase flash chromatography with methanol: dichloromethane (2:98 V/V). The Cy820 

was isolated as green solid (34.5%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): ɷ 8.34 (s, 2 H, CH), 

7.87 (s, 2 H, Ar-CH), 7.84 (d, J =10.0, 2 H, Ar-CH), 7.69 (d, J = 5.0, 2 H, Ar-CH), 7.33 (d, J 
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=10.0, 2 H, Ar-CH), 7.16 (d, J = 5.0, 2 H, Ar-CH), 6.20 (s, 2 H, CH), 4.11 (s, 4 H, CH2), 2.77 

(s, 4 H, CH2), 1.92 (s, 2 H, CH2), 1.36 (s, 12 H, CH3), 1.23 (s, 6 H, CH3). 13C NMR (125 MHz, 

DMSO-d6): ɷ 171.4, 167.3, 148.2, 145.1, 144.1, 142.9, 141.9, 137.6, 134.3, 131.7, 130.9, 

130.8, 126.6, 125.8, 113.9, 102.4, 89.9, 49.3, 27.3, 26.3, 20.7, 12.6. HRMS-ESI (m/z): the 

calculated value (calcd) for C41H43I2N2O2S+ [M+H]+: 881.1129, found 881.1122. 

  3.2.1.2 Synthesis of Indomethacin linker (B) 

          1.0000 g (2.7949 mmol) of indomethacin and 1,1-carbonyldiimidazole 

(CDI) were dissolved in 15 mL of dry THF at ��ǰ|$ under an N2 atmosphere. The mixture 

was stirred for 90 min. After that, the reaction was added over 20 min to a solution of 

0.2464 (2.7949 mmol) of 1,4-diaminobutane in 5 mL of dry THF at ��ǰ|$ under an N2 

atmosphere. The reaction mixture was stirred for 26 h at ��ǰ |C under an N2 

atmosphere. The mixture was diluted with H2O and extracted with ethyl acetate. The 

organic layer was washed with brine, dried Magnesium sulfate anhydrous, and ethyl 

acetate was then removed under reduced pressure. After solvent removal, the crude 

material was purified by normal phase flash chromatography with ethyl acetate: 

dichloromethane (1:1 V/V). The Indomethacin linker was isolated as a yellow liquid 

(11.5%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): ɷ 6.94 (d, J =10.0, 2 H, Ar-CH), 6.60 (d, J =10.0, 2 

H, Ar-CH), 6.26 (d, J =10.0, 1 H, Ar-CH), 6.10 (d, J = 2.5, 1 H, Ar-CH), 5.78 (dd, J =10.0 

and 2.5, 2 H, Ar-CH), 2.87 (s, 3 H, OCH3), 2.60 (s, 2 H, CH2), 2.42 (t, J = 10.0, 2 H, N-CH2), 

2.27 (t, J = 10.0, 2 H, N-CH2), 1.47 (s, 3 H, CH3), 0.64 (m, 4 H, CH2). 13C NMR (125 MHz, 

DMSO-d6): ɷ 171.6, 165.7, 152.9, 135.9, 133.4, 132.8, 129.9, 128.4, 127.8, 110.3, 109.3, 

103.9, 99.6, 55.5, 31.1, 26.2, 25.9, 10.3. HRMS-ESI (m/z): the calculated value (calcd) for 

C23H26ClN3NaO3
+ [M+H]+: 450.1555, found 450.1562. 

3.2.1.3 Synthesis of Cy820-IMC 

          0.029 g (0.068 mmol) of Indomethacin linker was dissolved in 2 mL of 

anhydrous DCM. 0.0130 g (0.0680 mmol) of EDC and 0.0035 g (0.0284 mmol) of DMAP 

was added into solution. The mixture was stirred at 0 |$ for 30 min and then 0.0500 

(0.0567 mmol) of Cy820 was added to the mixture. The mixture was continuously 

stirred for 12 h at 30 |$. The reaction was diluted with water and extracted with DCM. 
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The organic solvent was washed with brine, dried with magnesium sulfate anhydrous. 

After solvent removal, the crude material will be purified by normal phase flash 

chromatography with methanol: dichloromethane (2:98 V/V). The Cy820-IMC was 

isolated as green-yellow solid (46.4%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6): ɷ 10.86 (s, 2 H, 

NH), 8.54 (d, J = 15.0, 2 H, CH), 8.34 (t, J = 5.0, 1 H, Ar-CH), 7.92 (s, 2 H, Ar-CH), 7.74 (t, 

J = 10.0, 6 H, Ar-CH), 7.31 (d, J = 10.0, 2 H, Ar-CH), 7.23 (d, J = 10.0, 2 H, Ar-CH), 7.07 (d, 

J = 10.0,  2 H, Ar-CH), 6.94 (d, J = 2.5, 1 H, Ar-CH), 6.54 (dd, J = 10.0, 2.5, 1 H, Ar-CH), 

6.33 (d, J = 15.0, 2 H, CH), 4.17 (d, J = 10, 4 H, CH2), 3.65 (s, 3 H, OCH3), 3.32 (s, 2 H, 

CH2), 3.17 (m, 2 H, CH2), 3.01 (m, 2 H, CH2), 2.78 (s, 4 H, CH2), 2.28 (s, 3 H, CH3), 1.93 (s, 

2 H, CH2), 1.39 (s, 16 H, CH2, CH3), 1.24 (t, J = 10.0, 6 H, CH3). 13C NMR (125 MHz, DMSO-

d6): ɷ 171.4, 171.1, 165.7, 153.4, 148.8, 145.2, 144.1, 142.0, 140.8, 137.6, 134.3, 134.1, 

132.4, 131.6, 130.6, 129.2, 128.8, 127.8, 125.7, 114.3, 113.9, 111.2, 109.9, 105.4, 102.3, 

100.8, 89.9,30.2, 55.8, 49.3, 38.8, 32.2, 27.4, 27.2, 27.0, 26.3, 20.8, 12.6, 12.0. HRMS-ESI 

(m/z): the calculated value (calcd) for C64H67ClI2N5O4S+ [M+H]+: 1290.2686, found 

1288.2771. 

3.2.2 Photophysical properties of Cy820-IMC and Cy820 

For Vis-NIR absorption and fluorescence studies: stock solutions of Cy820-IMC 

	���ǰw.
ǰBOEǰ$Z���ǰ	���ǰw.
ǰXFSFǰQSFQBSFEǰJOǰ%.40�ǰ5IFǰ67-Vis-NIR absorption and 

fluorescence spectra were measured with quartz cuvette using a Cary Series UV-Vis-

NIR spectrophotometer (Agilent Tech, Santa Clara, CA, USA) and PTI QuantaMaster 500 

ı Near Infra-Red Photoluminescence System (HORIBA Scientific), excitation wavelength 

= 780 nm, excitation slit widths = 10 nm, and emission slit widths=10 nm, respectively. 

3.2.3 Singlet oxygen quantum yield of Cy820-IMC and Cy820 

1,3-diphenylisobenzofuran (DPBF, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a singlet oxygen 

TDBWFOHFS�ǰ��ǰw.ǰPGǰ%1#'ǰXBTǰBEEFEǰJOUPǰTPMVUJPOTǰPGǰCy820-IMC and Cy820 	�ǰw.
ǰ

in DMSO and PBS buffer (3% tween) pH 7.4. After that, the solution was exposed to a 

780 nm LED Lamp at 2.37 mW/cm2ǰfor 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, and 9 min. The absorbance of DPBF 

was measured at 408 nm by UV-vis spectrophotometer (T80+ UV/vis spectrometer PG 
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Instruments Ltd). Singlet oxygen quantum yield was calculated according to the 

equation below.  

ˇx = ˇst(gradx /gradst)(Fst/Fx) 

 ˇst represents the quantum yield of the standard; ˇx represents the quantum 

yield of the unknown, and grad is the slope of the best linear fit. F stands for the 

BCTPSQUJPOǰDPSSFDUJPOǰGBDUPSǰ	'ǰ�ǰ�Ō��Ōabs; abs represents absorbance), and subscripts 

x and st denote the unknown and the standard, respectively. 

3.2.4 Cell culture 

Human hepatoma cancer cells (HepG2) and human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK-

293) cells were cultured on 75 cm2 DVMUVSFǰ GMBTLTǰ JOǰ %VMCFDDPĴTǰ .PEJGJFEǰ &BHMFǰ

Medium/High glucose (DMEM/HIGH GLUCOSE, Cytiva HyClone Laboratories) 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco) and 1% Penicillin 

Streptomycin solution 100X (CORNING). All cells were cultured in a humidified 

incubator at 37 |$ with 5% CO2.  

3.2.5 Cell imaging 

HepG2 cells were seeded at a density of �ǰ �ǰ ��4 cells per well in 8-well 

Chambered Coverglass with non-removable wells (Nunc Lab-Tek II Chamber Slide) and 

incubated for 24 h at 37 |$ under 5% CO2�ǰ5IFOǰNFEJBǰXFSFǰSFNPWFEǰBOEǰ�ǰw.ǰPGǰ

Cy820-IMC and Cy820 in DMEM with 5% FBS were added at incremental incubation 

time intervals of 1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 h, the cells were washed 3 times with PBS to 

remove the non-VQUBLFǰEZF�ǰ5IFSFBGUFSǰUIFǰDFMMTǰXFSFǰTUBJOFEǰXJUIǰ���ǰw.ǰ)PFDITUǰ

33342 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 10 min to visualize the cell nucleus.  

In all imaging experiments, unless stated otherwise, the cells were monitored 

by a Laser Scanning Confocal Microscope (LSCM, Nikon A1Rsi). Cy820-IMC and Cy820 

were excited with 641 nm laser and Hoechst 33342 was excited with 405 nm laser. A 

60 X oil immersion objective lens was used. 
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3.2.6 Photodynamic therapy 

HepG2 and HEK-293 cells were seeded into 96-XFMMǰDFMMǰDVMUVSFǰQMBUFTǰBUǰ�ǰ�ǰ

104 cells/well and incubated for 24 h at 37 |$ under 5% CO2. Then, media were 

SFNPWFEǰBOEǰ�ǰw.ǰPGǰCy820-IMC and Cy820 in DMEM with 5% FBS were added at 

incremental concentrations 0, 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10, BOEǰ��ǰw.ǰBOEǰUIFOǰUIFǰDFMMTǰXFSFǰ

incubated for 6 h. Thereafter, the cells were irradiated by a 780 nm lamp at 2.37 

mW/cm2 for 30 min and re-incubated for another 16 h. After incubation, the cell 

viabilities were measured using a standard methyl thiazolyltetrazolium (MTT) assay and 

absorption of formazan at 560 nm was detected by a microplate reader (BMG 

Labtech/SPECTROstar Nano). 

3.2.7 LIVE/DEAD staining 

HepG2 and HEK-293 cells were seeded into 96-XFMMǰDFMMǰDVMUVSFǰQMBUFTǰBUǰ�ǰ�ǰ

104 cells/well and incubated for 24 h at 37 |$ under 5% CO2. Then, the media were 

replaced with Cy820-IMC and Cy820 in DMEM with 5% FBS at concentrations 0 and 5 

w.ǰBOEǰUIFǰDFMMTǰXFSFǰ incubated for 6 h. Thereafter, the cells were irradiated by a 

780 nm lamp at 2.37 mW/cm2 for 30 min and cells were re-incubated for another 16 

I�ǰ"GUFSǰUIBUǰ�ǰw.ǰDBMDFJOǰ".ǰBOEǰQSPQJEJVNǰJPEJEFǰ	1*
ǰ	5IFSNPǰ'JTIFSǰ4DJFOUJGJc) were 

added to the tested cells for 5 min. Then all the cells were brought to image using a 

fluorescence microscope (BioRad/Zoe) with 490 nm excitation and 515 nm emission 

filter for calcein and 535 nm excitation and 615 nm emission filter for PI. 

For the following set of experiments, HepG2 cells were seeded at a density of 

�ǰ�ǰ��4 cells per well in 8-well Chambered Coverglass with non-removable wells (Nunc 

Lab-Tek II Chamber Slide) and incubated for 24 h at 37 |$ under 5% CO2 before 

treatments. 

3.2.8 Intracellular singlet oxygen generation   

$VMUVSFǰNFEJBǰXFSFǰSFQMBDFEǰXJUIǰ�ǰw.ǰPGǰCy820-IMC in DMEM with 5% FBS 

before incubation for 6 h. Thereafter, the cells were washed with PBS (3 times) and re-

JODVCBUFEǰXJUIǰ��ǰw.ǰPGǰ��-dichloro-dihydro-fluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA, Sigma-
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Aldrich) for 1 h. Then the cells were washed with PBS (3 times) before being irradiated 

by a 780 nm lamp at 2.37 mW/cm2 for 30 min and re-incubated for 10 min. After that, 

���ǰw.ǰ)PFDITUǰ�����ǰ	5IFSNPǰ'JTIFSǰ4DJFOUJGJD
ǰXFSFǰBEEFEǰUPǰUIFǰDFMMTǰCFGPSFǰCFJOHǰ

imaged with LSCM. The fluorescence product of DCFH-DA, 2,7-dichloro-dihydro-

fluorescein (DCF), was detected by a 488 nm excitation laser and Hoechst 33342 was 

excited at 405 nm. A 60 X oil immersion objective lens was used. 

3.2.9 Cyclooxygenase-2 inhibition experiment      

The cells were pre-USFBUFEǰXJUIǰ��ǰw.ǰPGǰDFMFDoxib and aceclofenac for 2 h in 

GSFTIǰNFEJB�ǰ"GUFSǰUIBUǰUIFǰNFEJBǰXFSFǰSFQMBDFEǰXJUIǰ�ǰw.ǰPGǰCy820-IMC and Cy820 

in DMEM with 10% FBS, and the cells were incubated for 3 h. Thereafter, the cells 

XFSFǰXBTIFEǰTUBJOFEǰXJUIǰ���ǰw.ǰ)PFDITUǰ�����, and imaged with LSCM. 

3.2.10 OATPs inhibition experiment      

The cells were pre-USFBUFEǰXJUIǰ���ǰw.ǰPGǰ4VMGPCSPNPQIUIBMFJOǰEJTPEJVNǰTBMUǰ

hydrate (BSP, Sigma-Aldrich) for 10 min in serum-free media. After that, the cells were 

USFBUFEǰXJUIǰ�ǰw.ǰPGǰ$Z���-IMC and Cy820 in serum-free media for 3 h. Before being 

JNBHFEǰCZǰ-4$.ǰUIFǰDFMMTǰXFSFǰXBTIFEǰBOEǰTUBJOFEǰXJUIǰ���ǰw.ǰ)PFDITUǰ������ǰ 

3.2.11 Colocalization experiment    

5IFǰDFMMTǰXFSFǰUSFBUFEǰXJUIǰ�ǰw.ǰPGǰCy820-IMC in fresh DMEM with 10% FBS 

and incubated for 6 h. Thereafter, the cells were washed with PBS (3 times) and 

JODVCBUFEǰXJUIǰ��ǰw.ǰPGǰ-ZTPUSBDLFSǰ(SFFOǰ%/%ǰ��ǰ.JUPUSBDLFSǰ(SFFOǰ'., and NBD-

C6-ceramide (Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 20 min. Before being imaged with LSCM, the 

cells were washed with PBS (3 times) aOEǰTUBJOFEǰXJUIǰ���ǰw.ǰ)PFDITUǰ�����ǰ	5IFSNPǰ

Fisher Scientific) for 10 min. Lysotracker Green DND 26, Mitotracker Green FM, and NBD-

C6-ceramide were excited at 488 nm. 

3.2.12 Flow cytometry 

HepG2 and HEK-93 cells were seeded into 6-well cell culture QMBUFTǰBUǰ�ǰ�ǰ��5 

cells/well and incubated for 24 h at 37 |$ under 5% CO2. Then, the media were 
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SFQMBDFEǰXJUIǰ�ǰw.ǰPGǰCy820-IMC and Cy820 in DMEM with 10% FBS, and the cells 

were incubated for 3 h. After that, the cells were washed with PBS (3 times) to remove 

the non-uptake dye.  

For the OATPs inhibition experiment, the cells were pre-USFBUFEǰXJUIǰ���ǰw.ǰ

of BSP in serum-GSFFǰ%.&.ǰGPSǰ��ǰNJOǰCFGPSFǰCFJOHǰUSFBUFEǰXJUIǰ�ǰw.ǰPGǰCy820-IMC 

and Cy820 in serum-free DMEM for another 3 h. After that, the cells were washed with 

PBS (3 times) to remove the non-uptake dye.  

For the Cyclooxygenase-2 inhibition experiment, the cells were pre-treated 

XJUIǰ��ǰw.ǰPGǰDFMFDPYJCǰBOEǰBDFDMPGFOBDǰGPSǰ�ǰIǰCFGPSFǰCFJOHǰUSFBUFEǰXJUIǰ�ǰw.ǰPGǰ

Cy820-IMC and Cy820 in DMEM with 10% FBS and incubated for another 3 h. After that, 

the cells were washed with PBS (3 times) to remove the non-uptake dye.  

All the cells were harvested by trypsinization and the action was stopped with 

10% FBS DMEM. The cells were transferred into Eppendorf tubes and washed three 

times with ice-cold PBS by centrifugation at 800 g, 4 |$ for 5 min and re-suspended in 

1 mL of cold PBS containing trypan blue (to quench non-uptake dye). Then 10,000 

events (cells) were measured by flow cytometry using an Attune NxT Flow Cytometer 

(Life Technologies) using red excitation laser 637 nm and emission filter 780/60 nm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Target: Tumor environment 

4.1.1 Photophysical properties 

 The optical properties of the dye were found to be affected by the pH of the 

solution. Under pH 6ı7, I2-IR783-Mpip absorbed light from the visible to the near-

infrared range (500ı920 nm), peaking at 860 nm. The absorption spectra of I2-IR783-

Mpip were red-shifted when two nitrogen atoms of the N-methylpiperazine moiety 

were protonated in acidic conditions (pH 3.0ı5.0) (Figure 4.1A). The absorption spectra 

of I2-IR783-Mpip were blue-shifted when it was subjected to basic conditions (pH 8.0ı

12.0). In I2-IR783-Mpip, these phenomena could be the result of intramolecular charge 

transfer (ICT). Charge separation is achieved within the fluorophore because the I2-

IR783-Mpip comprises both an electron donor (amine) and an acceptor (Hcyanine). 

The ability of a donor at the meso-position in a cyanine scaffold to donate electrons 

would cause absorption and/or fluorescence spectra to shift (Myochin et al., 2011). 

Furthermore, the molecular structures of I2-IR783-Mpip were postulated in three 

forms, I2-IR783-MpipŌ1, I2-IR783-Mpip0, and I2-IR783-Mpip+1 in solutions pH 8ı12, 6ı7 

and 3ı5, respectively (Figure 4.1A) based on the reported pKa values of sulfonic acid 

	Q,Bǰ�ǰŌ���
ǰBOEǰ/-methylpiperazine (pKa = 3.81 and 8.38) (Khalili, Henni, and East, 

2009). 
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Figure 4.1 (A) Vis-NIR spectra of I2-IR783-Mpip and suggested structures in different pH 

ranges (3ı12). (B) Equilibrium structures of I2-IR783-Mpip-1, I2-IR783-Mpip0, and I2-

IR783-Mpip+1 were obtained from DFT/6-311 G geometry optimizations in the COSMO 

phase, dielectric environment 78. The values of the HOMO and LUMO isosurfaces are 

0.025. 
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Quantum chemical calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT) 

approach were used in the COSMO phase, dielectric environment 78, to acquire 

essential information on the effect of pH and charge states of I2-IR783-Mpip on the 

absorption spectra in Figure 4.1A Figure 4.1B shows the electronic ground state 

equilibrium structures of the deprotonated and protonated forms of I2-IR783-Mpipn (n 

= 1, 0, and +1) using the TURBOMOLE software tool (Suwannakham, Chaiwongwattana, 

and Sagarik, 2018). The HOMO and LUMO molecular orbitals of I2-IR783-Mpip1, I2-

IR783-Mpip0, and I2-IR783-Mpip+1, hypothetical species that existed in solutions with 

pH varying from 3ı12, were shown in the DFT/6-311 G frontier molecular orbital. The 

HOMO and LUMO modifications in all three structures demonstrated that after 

excitation, electron density on iodinated-indole rings was dispersed to the IR783 

backbone. Additionally, when the total structural charge increased, the localized 

electron on the iodinated-indole ring on the HOMO became more prominent, implying 

that there is a stronger charge transfer to the IR783 core in acidic conditions. As a result 

of the increased electron distribution from I2-IR783-MpipŌ1 to I2-IR783-Mpip+1, the 

energy gap between them shrinks to 0.519 eV, causing the absorption spectra in acidic 

solutions to red-shift. Additionally, a structure with a balanced charge, I2-IR783-Mpip0, 

was postulated as an existent form in solution pH 6ı7, where the absorbance spectra 

were exhibited in the middle (Figure 4.1A), as confirmed by a reduced energy gap of 

0.479 eV. In addition, the calculated energies of I2-IR783-Mpip0 with different 

protonated sites of N-substituted piperazine suggested that proton could possibly add 

to either nitrogen atom in the piperazine ring, since the total energies of the two 

protonated forms are not significantly different (Figure 4.2). 
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Figure 4.2 The relative total energy of possible structures of I2-IR783-Mpip0 (2 forms) 

and I2-IR783-Mpip+1 compared to I2-IR783-Mpip-1 obtained from DFT/6-311G geometry 

optimizations in the COSMO phase, dielectric environment 78. 

 

To activate the molecules in neutral and acidic environments, I2-IR783-Mpip 

was excited at 850 nm, which has the lowest background signal (Sandell, and Zhu, 

2011; Smith, Mancini, and Nie, 2009), to target the tumor microenvironment. Strong 

emission intensities were only shown from the solution with a pH of less than 7.0, as 

expected (Figure 4.3A). These results indicated that I2-IR783-Mpip could be selectively 

detected at different pH. In basic conditions, the solutions turned blue, whereas, in 

acidic environments (pH 6.0), the solutions gradually turned green, with the color 

varying depending on the optical absorption peaks in the Vis-NIR absorbance spectra 

(Figure 4.3B). Furthermore, in both acidic and basic conditions, our probe exhibited 

reversible optical responses. When an aqueous solution of HCl was added to an 

alcoholic solution of I2-IR783-Mpip, protonation occurred at the two nitrogen atoms 

of N-methylpiperazine, resulting in a reduction of the two nitrogen atoms' electron-

donating ability, causing a redshift of the absorption spectra to around 900 nm, turning 

the solution green. A few drops of aqueous NaOH, on the other hand, caused the 
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protonated solution to revert to the blue color of the deprotonated form. These 

results suggest that I2-IR783-Mpip could be used as a color pH probe that is reversible. 

Because spectra redshifted after protonation, 1O2 production of I2-IR783-Mpip 

when activated by a NIR LED lamp was examined under various conditions. The 1O2 

created by the light-triggered reaction was detected using a singlet oxygen sensor green 

(SOSG). After 60 minutes of NIR light (850 nm, 30 mW/cm2) irradiation of I2-IR783-Mpip 

in buffer solutions pH 5.0, pH 7.0, and pH 9.0, SOSG emission intensities (at 510 nm) 

increased significantly in the acidic solution containing I2-IR783-Mpip (Figure 4.3D). The 

results revealed that when I2-IR783-Mpip was in an acidic environment (pH 5.0), 1O2 

was produced over time, whereas in neutral and basic environments, significantly less 
1O2 was produced. Furthermore, when compared to methylene blue, singlet oxygen 

quantum yield (ˇȴ) of I2-IR783-Mpip under 850-nm excitation was reported to be 0.12 

and 0.10 in buffer pH 5.0 and 7.0, respectively (Figure 4.4). As a result, because tumor 

environs are typically acidic, our pH probe can be used to target cancer. Furthermore, 

by producing 1O2 only when exposed to NIR light at 850 nm, this probe could be 

harmful to tumor cells. 
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Figure 4.3 I2-IR783-Mpip optical characteristics. (A) Fluorescent spectra of I2-IR783-

Mpip in various pH (3.0ı12.0) solutions under excitation at ʄ 850 nm. (B) Solutions of 

I2-IR783-Mpip at various pH (3.0ı12.0). (C) Reversible color changes of I2-IR783-Mpip 

in methanol solution. (D) Singlet oxygen generation of I2-IR783-Mpip upon irradiation 

with 850 nm lamp up to 60 min. (E) Stability tests of I2-IR783-Mpip in cell culture 

media pH 5.0 (red line) and pH 7.4 (blue line) at 37 |$ for up to 7 days. 

 

Before going on to in vitro investigations, the stability of I2-IR783-Mpip was 

tested for up to 7 days in cell culture conditions with pH 5.0 and pH 7.4 at 37 |$ 

(Figure 4.3E). I2-IR783-Mpip was shown to be stable for 24 hours under these 

conditions, and the NIR absorptions steadily reduced from day 2 to day 7. 
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Figure 4.4 Assay for singlet oxygen (1O2) formation based on a change in DPBF (1,3-

diphenylisobenzofuran; applied in situ) absorbance at 418 nm. 

 

In both cell culture conditions, I2-IR783-Mpip showed a similar stability profile. 

In addition, to confirm the influence of the pH of the cell culture media, a cell viability 

experiment of HepG2, a human liver cancer cell line, was performed. HepG2 cells were 

observed to sustain full viability after being exposed to media pH 5.0 for up to 12 h. 

After 24 to 36 h incubation with media pH 5.0, the cells remained at about 70% viability 

(Figure 4.5). This showed that prolonged exposure to pH 5.0 media had an impact on 

cell viability. 
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Figure 4.5 Relative cell viability of HepG2 cells after 0-36 hours of exposure to DMEM 

medium pH 5.0 supplemented with 5% FBS. 4UBUJTUJDBMǰBOBMZTJTǰBSFǰCBTFEǰPOǰ4UVEFOUĴTǰ

t-test (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001). 

 

4.1.2 Cell internalization of I2-IR783-Mpip 

To confirm the use of I2-IR783-Mpip in cancer cell treatment, in vitro tests were 

carried out. Internalization and colocalization tests in HepG2 cells were used to identify 

favored organelles for I2-IR783-Mpip accumulation. I2-IR783-Mpip was internalized into 

HepG2 and colocalized with MitoTracker Green to some extent (Pearson's R value = 

0.31 in pH 5.0 and 0.45 in pH 7.4) and considerably more with LysoTracker green 

(Pearson's R value = 0.68 in pH 5.0 and 0.68 in pH 7.4, Figure 4.6A and 4.7). These 

results showed that the probe accumulated largely in lysosomes and less in 

mitochondria, which is advantageous for the photosensitizer that can be triggered at 

acidic pH, as the lysosomal pHlys in cancer cells is around 3.8ı4.74. I2-IR783-Mpip could 

be transported by OATP membrane proteins at physiological pH (Thakkar, Lockhart, 

and Lee, 2015). However, in an acidic environment (pH 3ı5), the molecular structure 

of I2-IR783-Mpip is displayed as positive charges (+1), suggesting that the dye's 

preferred absorption mechanism at pH 5.0 could be active transport, such as ATP-
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driven transport, instead of OATPs. Furthermore, the absorption process of some 

cyanine derivatives, such as IR783, has been linked to micropinocytosis (Usama, Lin, 

and Burgess, 2018; Lin and Alexander-Katz, 2013). 

Moreover, time-dependent internalization of I2-IR783-Mpip in cancer cells 

(HepG2) was tested in both pH 5.0 and 7.4 culture media. Within the first 12 hours of 

incubation in both culture media, confocal pictures demonstrated that I2-IR783-Mpip 

uptake in HepG2 cells increased significantly (Figure 4.8). Following that, flow cytometry 

was used to perform a quantitative cell internalization investigation of I2-IR783-Mpip 

in cancer cells and normal cells to investigate tumor selectivity. The absorption of I2-

IR783-Mpip by HepG2 cells was significantly higher in media pH 5.0 than in media pH 

7.4 at various pH (Figure 4.6B). In both medium conditions, the absorption of I2-IR783-

Mpip in normal cells (Human embryonic kidney 293 cells, HEK293) was significantly 

MPXFSǰUIBOǰUIBUǰJOǰ)FQ(�ǰDFMMTǰBUǰBǰDPODFOUSBUJPOǰPGǰ��ǰw.ǰBOEǰBǰ��ǰIǰJODVCBUJPOǰ	Q)ǰ

5.0 and pH 7.4, Figure 4.6C). As a result, I2-IR783-Mpip could be a cancer-targeted agent 

with the ability to selectively kill cancer cells via PDT. 
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Figure 4.6 (A) Confocal images of HepG2 cells incubated with 30 w. of I2-IR783-Mpip 

for 6ௗh and colocalization of I2-IR783-Mpip XJUIǰ -ZTP5SBDLFSǰ HSFFOǰ 	1FBSTPOĴTǰ 3ǰ

valueௗ=ௗ����ǰ JOǰ Q)ǰ ���ǰ BOEǰ ����ǰ JOǰ Q)ǰ ���
ǰ BOEǰ .JUP5SBDLFSǰ (SFFOǰ 	1FBSTPOĴTǰ 3ǰ

valueௗ=ௗ0.31 in pH 5.0 and 0.45 in pH 7.4). (B) Flow cytometry of HepG2 cells incubated 

with 15 w. of I2-IR783-Mpip for 12ௗh in culture media pH 5.0 and 7.4. (C) Flow 
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cytometry of HepG2 and HEK293 cells incubated with 15 w. of I2-IR783-Mpip for 12ௗh 

in culture media pH 5.0 and 7.4. Scale barsௗ=ௗ20 wm. 

 

 

Figure 4.7 LysoTracker in media pH 5.0 (a) and pH 7.4 (b) and MitoTracker Green in 

media pH 5.0 (c) and pH 7.4 (d) were used to analyze organelle colocalization in I2-

IR783-Mpip. 
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Figure 4.8 Cellular uptake was time-dependent in both pH 5.0 and pH 7.4 solutions. 

Confocal pictures of HepG2 cells after incubation with I2-IR783-Mpip 	��ǰw.
ǰBUǰWBSJPVTǰ

time periods (1, 3, 6, 12, 24 h). The fluorescent signal of I2-IR783-Mpip is presented in 

purple, while the DAPI nucleus co-staining signal was shown in blue. Scale bars = 20 

wm. 
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4.1.3 Photodynamic therapy 

In general, PDT agents should be relatively innocuous in the dark, but highly 

harmful once exposed to specific light. HepG2 cells were incubated with various 

concentrations of I2-IR783-Mpip for 6 hours in both pH 5.0 and pH 7.4 media, exposed 

to 850 nm LED light (30 mW/cm2) for 30 minutes, and then re-incubated in the dark 

for an additional 12 h to investigate photocytotoxicity. In both culture media 

conditions, relative viabilities of cells when exposed to 850 nm light were shown to 

be inversely proportioned to I2-IR783-Mpip concentrations. Even at high 

concentrations up to 50 wM, no appreciable dark cytotoxicity of I2-IR783-Mpip was 

seen in both culture media in a cell viability assay (pH 5.0 and pH 7.4, Figure 4.9A and 

B). Normal cells HEK293 treated with I2-IR783-Mpip, on the other hand, maintained 

viability in both culture conditions after 850 nm light exposure for 30 minutes (Figure 

4.10), showing that I2-IR783-Mpip was only hazardous to cancer cells after irradiation. 

A piece of 5 mm pork tissue was inserted between the cells and the light 

source to investigate whether the NIR-absorbed I2-IR783-Mpip could be triggered in 

deep-seated tumor cells. HepG2 cell viability reduced in a dose-dependent pattern 

after exposure to light (Figure 4.9A and B), which was identical to the results obtained 

when the cells were not covered with pork tissue. When I2-IR783-Mpip was irradiated 

with 850 nm LED light for 30 minutes in both physiological and slightly acidic 

conditions, these findings strongly showed that it could selectively eliminate deep-

seated cancer cells. 
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Figure 4.9 Photodynamic therapy effect of I2-IR783-Mpip. Relative viabilities of HepG2 

cells in media (A) pH 5.0 and (B) pH 7.4; red bars represent cells irradiated with 850 

lamp, blue bars represent cells covered by 5 mm pork tissue with 850 nm light 

irradiation and black bars represent cells without irradiation. (C) Fluorescence pictures 

of HepG2 cells after 6 h of incubation with I2-IR783-Mpip at concentrations of 20 and 

��ǰw.ǰJOǰ%.&.ǰQ)ǰ���ǰXJUIǰBOEǰXJUIPVUǰMJHIUǰ	���ON
�ǰ$BMDFJOǰ".ǰBOEǰ1*ǰXFSFǰVTFEǰ
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to stain live and dead cells, as shown in the photos in green and red, respectively.  

Scale bars = 100 wm. One-way ANOVA is used in the statistical analysis, followed by 

Tukey's posthoc analysis (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001). 

 

Figure 4.10 Relative cell viabilities of HEK-293 cells after incubation with I2-IR783-

Mpip at various concentrations (0 ı 50 w.) at pH 5.0 and pH 7.4 for 6 h and with and 

without being exposed to 850 nm lamp (light intensity 30 mW/cm2) for 30 min. 

 

 A LIVE/DEAD viability/cytotoxicity assay was used to confirm the efficiency of 

I2-IR783-Mpip in terminating cancer cells under light irradiation. HepG2 cells were 

seeded in a 6-well plate and incubated for 24 hours before adding I2-IR783-Mpip at 

��ǰBOEǰ��ǰw.ǰBOEǰ SF-incubating for another 6 h. The cells were then stained with 

calcein AM and propidium iodide(PI) after being exposed to 850 nm light for 30 

minutes. Calcein AM can easily enter the live cells and emit a bright green fluorescence 

after being activated with a 495 nm laser, whereas PI can easily enter the dead cells, 

bind to DNA by intercalating between the bases, and emit a bright red fluorescence 

after being activated with a 535 nm laser. Increased red fluorescence was shown with 

an increasing proportion of I2-IR783-Mpip incubated in cells following irradiation with 

850 nm light using an inverted fluorescence microscope, showing that more dead cell 

populations appeared when the dose of I2-IR783-Mpip was increased. The efficiency 

of photodynamic cancer cell ablation produced by I2-IR783-Mpip in the medium at 

pH 5.0 (Figure 4.9C) and pH 7.4 (Figure 4.11) was validated by fluorescence from Calcein 

AM and PI co-stained cells. 
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Figure 4.11 Fluorescence pictures of HepG2 cells after 6 h of incubation with I2-IR783-

Mpip BUǰDPODFOUSBUJPOTǰPGǰ��ǰBOEǰ��ǰw.ǰJOǰ%.&.ǰQ)ǰ���ǰXJUIǰBOEǰXJUIPVUǰMJHIUǰ	���ǰ

nm). Calcein AM and PI were used to stain live and dead cells, as shown in the photos 

in green and red, respectively. Scale bars = 100 wm. 

 

 After irradiation with 850 nm light, intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

production was observed in the cell culture carrying I2-IR783-Mpip. In both media (pH 

5.0 and 7.4), HepG2 cells were treated with I2-IR783-Mpip for 6 h, stained with 2,7-

dichloro-dihydro-fluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA), and then exposed to 850 nm light 

for 20 min. Intracellular ROS can oxidize DCFH-DA to generate 2,7-dichloro-dihydro-

fluorescein (DCF). Fluorescence confocal microscopy with 488 nm excitation produces 

a strong green fluorescence, which can be used to detect intracellular DCF. The 

generation of DCF was greatly increased in the presence of light exposure and I2-IR783-

Mpip in both culture media, but mostly in the pH 5.0 media than in the pH 7.4 media, 

according to the confocal pictures (Figure 4.12). Additionally, a more acidic condition 

could generate a higher amount of green fluorescence (Figure 4.13). 
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Figure 4.12 The DCFDA cellular ROS detection assay was used to detect intracellular 

reactive oxygen species produced by I2-IR783-Mpip 	��ǰw.
ǰJOǰ)FQ(�ǰDFMMTǰBUǰQ)ǰ���ǰ

and 7.4. Scale bars = 20 wm. 

 

 

Figure 4.13 DCF relative fluorescence signal in HepG2 cells after 6 h of incubation with 

I2-IR783-Mpip at various concentrations (0ı��ǰw.
ǰBUǰQ)ǰ���ǰBOEǰQ)ǰ���ǰBOEǰ��ǰNJOǰPGǰ

exposure to an 850 nm lamp (light intensity 30 mW/cm2). The Student's two-tailed t-

test was used for statistical analysis. (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001). 
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4.2 Target: Cyclooxygenase enzyme that overexpressed on tumor cells 

4.2.1 Photophysical properties 

The absorbance and fluorescence spectra of Cy820 and Cy820-IMC are 

identical. (Figure 4.14A and Table 4.1). Both probes exhibit maximum absorption 

around 820 nm in DMSO and PBS, while emission spectra are more red-shifted in DMSO 

(ʄmax ~ 860 nm, with fluorescent quantum yield ~ 0.2) than the solution in PBS (ʄmax 

~ 850 nm, with fluorescent quantum yield ~ 0.1).  Moreover, the singlet oxygen 
generation efficiency of Cy820 and Cy820-IMC was investigated for photodynamic 

therapy application. Singlet oxygen quantum yield was monitored through the 

decreasing of absorbance of 1,3-diphenylisobenzofuran (DPBF), a singlet oxygen (1O2) 

scavenger. After Cy820 and Cy820-IMC were exposed to 780 nm light, 1O2 was 

produced within a few minutes in an irradiation time-dependent manner as appeared 

in the declining of DPBF absorbance at 408 nm (Figure 4.14B). Additionally, Cy820 and 

Cy820-IMC can generate 1O2 at a faster rate than that of indocyanine green (ICG, 

standard photosensitizer). The singlet oxygen quantum yield ()') of Cy820 and 

Cy820-IMC was calculated to be 0.20 and 0.12, respectively,ǰrelative to ICG.  

 

Figure 4.14 (A) UV-vis-NIR absorption and fluorescent spectra of Cy820-IMC and Cy820 

in PBS. (B) Singlet oxygen generation of Cy820-IMC and Cy820 in PBS compared to 

standard (ICG). 

 

A B
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Table 4.1 Photophysical properties of Cy820-IMC and Cy820 

 
a Samples were excited at 780 nm�ǰbRelative to ICG in DMSO 	ˇf �ǰ0���
� cRelative to 

ICG in DMSO (ˇ' = 0.077). dPBS containing 3% tween 80. 

 

4.2.2 Molecular interaction of Cy820-IMC with COX-2 protein 

Consequently, molecular docking was performed to study the binding 

interaction between the Cy820-IMC and COX-2 using Auto Dock 4.2 (Figure 4.15A). The 

cyanine moiety (Cy820 part) is well docked into the hydrophobic pocket surrounding 

important amino acids. It was found that the Cy820-IMC molecule made polar 

contacts with the COX-2 residues, such as Tyr355, Arg120, Ser119, Glu524, and Ser530, 

which stabilized the cyanine moiety by H-bond and ʋ-cation interactions. Additionally, 

the crystal structure of the COX-2 in the complex with indomethacin-butyldiamine-

dansyl conjugate (L7M, PDB:6bl3)ǰwas taken into compared with the docking model 

(Figure 4.15B). The phenyl ring of the indomethacin in both structures is oriented 

toward the central binding pocket whereas the dansyl and cyanine moieties are 

directed towardsǰthe proximal binding pocket close to the entrance cavity. This result 

suggested that Cy820-IMC might bind to COX-2 and provide the extra targeted ability 

to the system. 
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Figure 4.15 3D representation of docked Cy820-IMC in the robby region of COX-2 

(PDB:6bl3) simulated by AutoDock 4.2. A
ǰ The orange stick structure represents Cy820-

IMC, while the gray sticks show the selected key residues of COX-2 in the binding 

pocket. The hydrogen bond is highlighted in the black dot. The yellow dotted line 

indicates ʋ-cation interaction. B
  Comparison of the co-crystallized ligand L7M (Xu et 

al., 2019) (cyan color) and the calculated pose for the Cy820-IMC (colored by orange) 

by the docking simulation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article. 

 

4.2.3 Time-dependent intracellular internalization 

We hypothesized that Cy820 and Cy820-IMC could be internalized and 

accumulated in cancer cells differently due to an extra targeting ligand, indomethacin. 

Therefore, Cy820 and Cy820-IMC were tested for specific uptake into tumor cells. To 

determine the best timing for light irradiation in PDT, a time-dependent cellular 

internalization study was done first. Cancer cells (HepG2) with high COX-2 (Wang et al., 

2015) and OATPs levels (Kullak-Ublick, Beuers, and Paumgartner, 1996) and a normal 

cell (HEK-293) with a low COX-2 media (Pewklang, Chanseanpak, Lai, Noisa, and 

Kamkaew, 2019) and OATPs levels (Ahlin et al., 2009),ǰwere used to investigate the 

uptake via OATPs and COX-2. As shown in Figure 4.16A and B, after 3 h, NIR fluorescent 

A B
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signals can be clearly observed from the cancer cells incubated with Cy820 and 

Cy820-IMC, then the fluorescent signals rise in a time-dependent manner. In contrast, 

within the first 6 hours, the control cells have essentially non-detectable fluorescence. 

Quantitative analysis of the uptake at 3 h of Cy820 and Cy820-IMC for both cell lines 

was performed via flow cytometry (Figure 4.16C). The results also confirm the tumor-

specific uptake of these two dyes. 

 

Figure 4.16 Fluorescence imaging of HepG2 cells and HEK-���ǰXFSFǰUSFBUFEǰXJUIǰ�ǰw.ǰ

of Cy820-IMC (A) and Cy820 (B) at 0, 1, 3, 6, 12, 24 h. and C) Mean fluorescence 

intensity (MFI) from flow cytometry of HepG2 cells and HEK-293 cells were treated 
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XJUIǰ�ǰw.ǰPGǰCy820-IMC and Cy820 for 3 h. data are showFEǰBTǰNFBOTǰsǰ4%ǰ	Oǰ�ǰ�
ǰ

*Pௗ<ௗ0.05, **Pௗ<ௗ0.01, or ***Pௗ<ௗ0.001 are determined POǰ4UVEFOUĴTǰ5-test. 

 

4.2.4 Mechanism of cell internalization 

As both dyes are tumor-specific, the uptake mechanism was then investigated. 

Figure 4.17A&B compare fluorescence uptake by HepG2 cells treated with Cy820-IMC 

and Cy820 between without and with inhibitor. HepG2 cells were pre-treated with 

sulfobromophthalein (BSP), an OATPs inhibitor (Usama, Thavornpradit, and Burgess, 

2018; Zhang et al., 2018) before treated with Cy820-IMC and Cy820. Imaging data from 

Figure 4.17A showed that Cy820-IMC and Cy820 are less uptakes when OATPs was 

blocked. Moreover, the cell uptake was also quantified by FACS (Figure 4.17B) and the 

results support the data from confocal imaging. This information suggested that OATPs 

are the mediator for the internalization of these probes. In addition, the cellular uptake 

of Cy820-IMC and Cy820 is proved to be energy-dependent as well.  As shown in 

Figure 4.17C, the uptake of both probes is obviously decreased when the incubation 

temperature was reduced to 4 |$.  
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Figure 4.17 A) confocal imaging of HepG2 cells, B) Mean fluorescence intensity (MFI), 

and Flow cytometry of HepG2 cells. HepG2 cells were pre-JODVCBUFEǰXJUIǰ���ǰw.ǰPGǰ

#41ǰGPSǰ��ǰNJOǰBOEǰUIFOǰUSFBUFEǰXJUIǰ�ǰw.ǰPGǰCy820-IMC and Cy820 for 3 h. C) Flow 

cytometry of HepG2 DFMMTǰUIBUǰXFSFǰUSFBUFEǰXJUIǰ�ǰw.ǰPGǰCy820-IMC and Cy820 at 4 

|$ and 37 |$ GPSǰ�ǰI�ǰEBUBǰBSFǰQSFTFOUFEǰBTǰNFBOTǰsǰ4%ǰ	Oǰ�ǰ�
ǰ�1ௗ<ௗ0.05, **Pௗ<ௗ0.01, 

or ***Pௗ<ௗ�����ǰBSFǰCBTFEǰPOǰ4UVEFOUĴTǰ5-test. 

 

Interestingly, when Cy820-IMC exposed to the cells that were pre-treated with 

COX-2 inhibitors (Pewklang, Chansaenpak, Lai, Noisa, and Kamkaew, 2019), aceclofenac 

and celecoxib for 2 h, significant competitive binding behavior was observed (Figure 

4.18A and C). In contrast, Cy820 in the same condition showed no significant 

competitive binding behavior due to its structure does not contain indomethacin as 

part of the structure (Figure 4.18B and D). Therefore, when indomethacin conjugated 

with Cy820 that leads to Cy820-IMC can be a promising probe that has significantly 

target COX-2. 
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Figure 4.18 A) and B) Confocal images of COX-2 inhibition. C) and D) Mean 

Fluorescence intensity (MFI) of HepG2 cells. HepG2 cells were incubated with COX-2 

specific inhibitors (aceclofenac and celecoxib, 20 w.) for 2 h, then incubated with 5 

w. of Cy820-IMC and Cy820 for 3 h. data are showed BTǰNFBOTǰsǰ4%ǰ	Oǰ�ǰ�
ǰ�1ௗ<ௗ0.05, 

**Pௗ<ௗ0.01, or ***Pௗ<ௗ0.001 are determined POǰ4UVEFOUĴTǰ5-test. 

 

4.2.5 Intracellular localization 

Golgi apparatus is an organelle that is a key structure for transporting and 

secreting some important enzymes which are overexpressed in cancer cells (Zhang et 

al., 2013). It has been reported that when the stress signaling threshold is exceeded, 

the Golgi apparatus is actively involved in the initiation and execution of the apoptotic 

process, which results in COX-2 accumulating in the Golgi apparatus (Wang et al., 2015; 

Zhang et al., 2013). Therefore, Cy820-IMC fluorescence signals from cancer cells were 

shown to be co-localized with several organelle trackers (Golgi, mitochondria, 

lysosomes, and endoplasmic reticulum [ER]) to investigate the dye location inside the 

cells. It was found that Cy820-IMC colocalized to some degree with Golgi, 

mitochondria lysosomes, and ER markers in HepG2ǰDFMMTǰXJUIǰ1FBSTPOĴTǰDPFGGJDJFOUTǰPGǰ

0.83, 0.80, 0.84, and 0.69, respectively (Figure 4.19). This shows that probe can 
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be localized inside and internalized cancer cells, and it could indicate that 

internalization is induced by Cy820-IMC binding. 

 

 

Figure 4.19 )FQ(�ǰ DFMMTǰ JODVCBUFEǰXJUIǰ �ǰ w.ǰPGǰCy820-IMC for 6 h are shown in 

confocal pictures and colocalization of Cy820-IMC with NBD-C6-DFSBNJEFǰ	1FBSTPOĴTǰ3ǰ

WBMVFǰ �����
ǰ .JUP5SBDLFSǰ (SFFOǰ 	1FBSTPOĴTǰ 3ǰ WBMVFǰ �����
ǰ -ZTP5SBDLFSǰ HSFFOǰ

	1FBSTPOĴTǰ3ǰWBMVFǰ�����
ǰBOE ER-5SBDLFSǰ(SFFOǰ	1FBSTPOĴTǰ3ǰWBMVFǰ�����
�ǰ4DBMFǰCBSTǰ

=20 wm. 

 

4.2.6 Photocytotoxicity 

From imaging experiments, it is apparent that Cy820 and Cy820-IMC 

accumulate in cancer cells. Therefore, a series of photodynamic therapy experiments 

were performed to ensure the efficiency of the probe. In a photocytotoxicity assay, 

HepG2 and HEK-293 cells were treated with various doses (0-20 w.) of Cy820 and 

Cy820-IMC for 6 h before 30 min light irradiation (780 nm, power density of 2.37 mW 

cm-2) and then cells were then left to grow in the dark for another 24 h. As shown in 

Figure 4.20A and B, as the dose of Cy820-IMC increased from 1 to 10 w., the cancer 
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cell viability reduced considerably in a dose-dependent manner under light 

illumination, while the cells maintain full viability in the dark state. On the other hand, 

normal cells (HEK-293) did not show obvious photocytotoxicity until the dose of 

Cy820-IMC was over 5 w. (Figure 4.20C). For the compound without IMC, cancer cell 

viability was reduced after exposure to Cy820 at 1.25 w. and gradually decreased as 

the dose increased under irradiation. However, this compound seemed to be toxic to 

the cells even without light illumination. However, Cy820 did not show cytotoxicity to 

HEK-293 cells in both light and dark states (> 80% viability, Figure 4.20D)     

 

Figure 4.20 The relative cell viability of HepG2 cells and Hek293 under irradiation (0, 

30 min) after incubation with Cy820-IMC and Cy820 	�ǰw.
ǰGPSǰ�ǰI�ǰEBUBǰBSFǰshowed 

BTǰ NFBOTǰ sǰ 4%ǰ 	Oǰ �ǰ �
ǰ �1ௗ<ௗ0.05, **Pௗ<ௗ0.01, or ***Pௗ<ௗ0.001 are determined on 

4UVEFOUĴTǰ5-test. 

 

In addition, the half-maximal inhibitory concentration (IC50) of Cy820 and 

Cy820-IMC in both cell lines with and without light irradiation was determined and 

presented in Table 4.2. In the case of cancer cells, Cy820-IMC displayed a better 
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photocytotoxicity index (IC50 dark/IC50 light) compared to Cy820. This implies that IMC 

conjugate could enhance photodynamic efficiency in cancer cells. 
 

Table 4.2 IC50 and photocytotoxicity index of Cy820 and Cy820-IMC. 

 

 

4.2.7 Intracellular singlet oxygen generation 

Live/dead viability/cytotoxicity assays and internalized singlet oxygen detection 

assays were used to confirm that the cancer cells were killed by light activation to 

produce 1O2. Calcein AM and propidium iodide (PI) were used to distinguish between 

viable and dead cells because calcein AM can reach live cells and be cleaved by 

intracellular esterase and then emit green fluorescence, while PI can only pass through 

the broken cell membrane and interact with the nuclei of dead cells, resulting in red 

fluorescence.  

As shown in Figure 4.22, only HepG2 cells that were incubated with Cy820 and 

Cy820-IMC followed by light irradiation exhibit a great red fluorescent signal, indicating 

the light triggered cell death in the presence of our probes. In contrast, the control 

cells (no light irradiation), cells under irradiation without the compound, and cells 

incubated with Cy820 and Cy820-IMC (without light) mostly remained viable as 

indicated by the green fluorescence where the red signal is hardly detected. On the 

other hand, HEK-293 cells showed little to no red fluorescent signals from PI in all 

cases under the same experimental conditions as HepG2 (Figure 4.21).   

'VSUIFSNPSFǰ �ľ�ľ-dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) was utilized to 

detect intracellular 1O2 because this non-fluorescent dye could be oxidized by 1O2 
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JOTJEFǰ MJWJOHǰ DFMMTǰ UPǰ DSFBUFǰ �ľ�ľ-dichlorofluorescein (DCF). DCF emits green 

fluorescence and can be seen under a fluorescence microscope with a 488 nm 

excitation wavelength. Bright green fluorescence is clearly visible only in HepG2 cells 

treated with Cy820-IMC followed by light irradiation, as shown in Figure 4.23, showing 

that 1O2 was created within the cells.   No singlet oxygen was observed in control cells 

which only irradiated with light and only treated with the compound. 

 

Figure 4.21 Fluorescence pictures of calcein AM and PI of HEK293 cells after treatment 

with Cy820 and Cy820-IMC 	�ǰw.
ǰGPSǰ�ǰIǰ4DBMFǰCBSTǰ�ǰ���ǰwm.  

 

Figure 4.22 Fluorescence pictures of calcein AM and PI of HepG2 cells after treatment 

with Cy820 and Cy820-IMC 	�ǰw.
ǰGPSǰ�ǰIǰ4DBMFǰCBSTǰ�ǰ���ǰwm.  
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Figure 4.23 DCF relative fluorescence signal in HepG2 cells of incubated with Cy820-

IMC 	�ǰw.
ǰ GPSǰ�ǰIPVSTǰ%$')-DA was used to evaluate intracellular singlet oxygen 

detection in HepG2 cells. Scale bars = 20 wm. 

 

 



 
 

 

 

CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 
In summary, we successfully developed two systems to target cancer. The first 

one is tumor environment targeting and another is enzyme targeting.   

To target the tumor environment, a pH-sensitive theranostic compound, I2-

IR783-Mpip, was synthesized for fluorescence imaging and photodynamic therapy 

(PDT). In acidic conditions, the Vis-NIR absorbance spectra of I2-IR783-Mpip were red-

shifted, while in basic ones, they were blue-shifted. I2-IR783-Mpip produced more 1O2 

in a more acidic environment after 30 minutes of exposure to 850nm LED light. I2-

IR783-Mpip was also selectively internalized into cancer cells with time-dependent 

uptake. I2-IR783-Mpip produced light-induced cytotoxicity in HepG2 cells at 

concentrations as low as 20 wM, resulting in approximately 10% and 30% viability in 

acidic and neutral environments, respectively. In addition, I2-IR783-Mpip maintained 

its PDT efficacy against cancer cells in a simulated deep-tissue condition. In the acidic 

(pH 5.0) environment, I2-IR783-Mpip produced more reactive oxygen species than in 

the neutral condition (pH 7.4). Therefore, I2-IR783-Mpip could be a suitable option for 

a tumor environment targeting molecule for photodynamic treatment.  

 To target cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) enzyme that is overexpressed in tumor 

cells, heptamethine cyanine (Cy820) was demonstrated as intrinsic tumor targeting 

with photodynamic properties. When Cy820 is combined with a non-specific COX2 

inhibitor (indomethacin), a novel NIR sensitizer (Cy820-IMC) is obtained, which 

improves COX-2 specificities and PDT efficiency in cancer cells with a high   

photocytotoxicity index. Singlet oxygen has been shown to be an important species in 

the collapse of cancer cells.
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APPENDIX A 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

 

 

Figure S1 UV-Vis-NIR and fluorescence spectra of Cy820 and Cy820-IMC in DMSO. 
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Figure S2 	B
ǰ4JOHMFUǰPYZHFOǰHFOFSBUJPOǰPGǰ�ǰw.ǰPGǰCy820-IMC, Cy820, and ICG in 

PBS.  
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Figure S3 	B
ǰ 4JOHMFUǰ PYZHFOǰ HFOFSBUJPOǰPGǰ �ǰw.ǰPGǰCy820-IMC, Cy820, and ICG in 

DMSO.  
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Figure S4 4JOHMFUǰPYZHFOǰ HFOFSBUJPOǰPGǰ�ǰw.ǰPGǰCy820-IMC and Cy820 in PBS and 

DMSO compared to standard (ICG).  
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